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Introduction 
Self-improvement and supporting learner development is at the heart of our school’s priorities. This 
policy seeks to address ways in which this can be achieved through marking and feedback. The aim of 
the new marking policy is threefold: 
 

1) Teachers spend less time marking in order to use some of that gained time to plan lessons more 
effectively; 

2) Lesson planning becomes reactionary as it is based on areas for development as identified in the 
marking and feedback process; 

3) Learners get almost instantaneous feedback on their work. 
 
Assessment for Learning is the key precept in all marking and feedback. AfL is ascertaining where a 
learner is at in their learning in terms of ability and effort, and identifying and exploring where they 
need to go and how they can achieve this improved outcome. 
 
Rationale 
One of the key aspects of Assessment for Learning is providing feedback to learners. Feedback is 
information given to the learner and/or the teacher about the learner’s performance relative to learning 
goals. It should aim towards (and be capable of producing) improvement in learners’ learning. Feedback 
redirects or refocuses either the teacher’s or the learner’s actions to achieve a goal, by aligning effort 
and activity with an outcome. It can be about the learning activity itself, about the process of activity, 
about the learner’s management of their learning or self-regulation, or (the least effective) about them 
as individuals. This feedback can be verbal, written, or can be given through tests or via digital 
technology. It can come from a teacher or someone taking a teaching role, or from peers. Without 
marking with regular feedback, a learner will see little point in working to the highest standard, and it 
will rapidly deteriorate.  
 
The purpose of marking and feedback is to ensure learners (and other stakeholders) know where they 
are in their learning, and to give them advice on they can move forward with it to achieve their learning 
goals. Constructive comments and questions are key to ensuring learners can reach their challenging 
targets. 
 
In addition, there must be an onus and responsibility on learners to provide a written response or 
reflection on feedback and prompts for improvement received. This is imperative so that there is clarity 
of what the learner has understood what is expected of them and that they believe they have the skills 
to undertake this.  It is also an important opportunity for learners to voice their own concerns. 
 
Expectations of classroom teachers and learners 
Regular Feedback 
Learners are offered feedback on their work at least every two weeks to monitor the general day to day 
work being produced. This comprises individual oral feedback or written feedback. However, learners 
must respond to this feedback through a written comment or response task in their books. This is easier 
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to identify when the learner uses a different coloured pen. This clearly gives the learner a timeline of 
progress, and helps shape any repeating errors or misunderstandings as well as evidence progress over 
time for any visitors to a lesson. Most importantly, it helps the teacher in their planning of future 
lessons. Obviously, in subjects where the learners have only one lesson per week, this is extended 
beyond two weeks.  
 
Peer and self-assessment for learning 
Learners are regularly involved in the constructive assessment of their own work and that of their peers 
using clearly drawn up criteria/marking schemes. For example, this takes the form of a class group 
matrix, whereby there are a number of EBI targets from which the learner identifies the target relevant 
to their work. Where peer and self-assessment has taken place, this is visibly clear (e.g. peer writes their 
name, different coloured pen, coloured box drawn around feedback by learner or peer). 
 
Assessment of learning 
There must be one assessment as identified by the Faculty plan of assessment for the academic year to 
support every data point (at least once every term). This ensures that an assessment of learning co-
exists alongside assessment for learning within marking and feedback. These are marked rigorously by 
staff with formative feedback linked to the objectives and expected outcomes, and are graded. This can 
be recorded by and responded to by learners or their peers. These must form the core evidence for end 
of term summative progress grades. Learners have a responsibility to provide a written response to the 
written feedback given by the teacher from the assessment. If homework requires grading, only grades 
for A Level or flightpath grades for Year 7 to 11 are to be used.  No other numerical or level system is 
used. Marks for assessments are centrally recorded by the teacher, rather than in the planner, so that 
Faculty Leaders also easily obtain an overview of how learners are doing. Ideally, this is done in SIMS 
assessment manager. 
 
Homework 
In marking homework, teachers use the school assessment grading system if deemed necessary to give 
an effort grade. E.G.  H1 means outstanding completion of homework, H2 means acceptable completion 
of homework, H3 means homework is a cause for concern, H4 means homework is unsatisfactory.  
 
Engagement 
Comments/praise (verbal or written) are personalised with the learner’s name. The use of WWW/EBI 
ensures positive, constructive marking and feedback occurs. Positive work is rewarded in line with the 
faculty and school rewards system (RAPS).  
 
Expectation of Faculty Leaders 
Faculty leaders ensure that: 

- The faculty assessment policy is in line with this policy. 
- Marking and feedback of work for all classes taught by the faculty is monitored to ensure the 

above policy is being implemented, and provide feedback to the relevant member of staff and to 
the line manager. In large faculties, some of this monitoring is delegated to seconds in faculty.  

- There are questions about feedback in learner voice questionnaires, which are reflected and 
acted upon directly.   

- Key assessments are carefully designed and implemented to ensure they allow learners access to 
an appropriate grade/level range for their ability.  

- Marking schemes/guidance are discussed and issued to teachers for each assessment and the 
faculty moderates the assessments if appropriate.  

- They have a central record of marks for assessments for each learner taught by the faculty.  
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- Any faculty marking processes are in line with this policy.  
 

Reducing workload & enhancing learner engagement with feedback 

Instead of… The teacher… The learner… 

Writing annotations in the 
body of a piece of work and 
giving an overall comment 

Only writes annotations in the body of 
the work. 

Writes an overall review 
highlighting WWW/EBI 

Writing annotations in the 
body of a piece of work and 
giving an overall comment 

Only writes an overall WWW/EBI 
comment 

Annotates areas of their 
work to show WWW and 

areas for improvement (EBI) 

Writing extensive comments Only gives one WWW and one EBI Works to show 
improvements on the one 

issue identified 

Writing well done you have… 
next to good aspects of work 

Puts a double tick next to the best parts 
of the work 

Adds a reason for the 
double ticks 

Marking every question in 
detail 

Only marks highlighted questions in 
detail. There is no expectation that all 

class notes will be marked.  

Marks (or peer marks) the 
work before it is submitted, 
highlighting 2 areas where 
they would like most help 

Writing the same explanation 
on every piece of work when 
the same mistake is made by 

many learners 

Goes over the question in class Writes their own correct 
answer 

Writing out a full solution 
when a learner gets a 

question wrong 

Writes a hint or the next step Completes the correction 

Correcting work when a 
learner makes a small 

mistake 

Writes WWT(What’s wrong with this?) or 
(RTQ (read the question) or ** (check 
this again) or QWC (quality of written 

communication) 

The learner makes their 
own corrections 

Marking only extended 
pieces of work 

Reviews in class learners’ initial plans for 
work prior to marking extended work. 

Does not hand in poor 
work! 

Giving back work and moving 
straight on 

Gives learners time to write a comment 
and act on the EBI feedback given. Or 
allows learners to discuss in pairs and 
identify and write down action points. 
Identifies a task to enable learners to 

make progress on the EBI 

Read and engage with the 
EBI before beginning the 

improvement task or 
completing more work. 

Writing in detail any literacy 
errors 

Uses the Whole School Marking for 
Literacy: 
sp=spelling error 
ww=wrong word (including 
homophones)  
p=punctuation 
?=it does not make sense 
gr=grammar 
//=a new paragraph is needed 
T=the wrong tense 

Addresses and respond to 
any literacy issues raised.  
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ul=please underline titles & dates 
Useful references: https://www.teachertoolkit.co.uk/2015/07/08/marking-and-feedback-by-teachertoolkit/ 

https://www.teachertoolkit.co.uk/2015/07/08/marking-and-feedback-by-teachertoolkit/

